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beautiful faces in the world
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According to a recent scientific research, the women with the most beautiful

face have been identified.

Using a facial mapping computer technology, a researcher identified as Dr Julian

De Silva, noted the ‘most beautiful face, eyebrows, forehead’ in the world.

Dr De Silva who runs the Centre for Advanced Facial Cosmetic and Plastic Surgery

in London, released the photos of these beautiful famous women.

PAY ATTENTION: Get the latest gossips on Naij Gossip App

According to the Greek Golden Ratio of Beauty Phi of 1.618- which for thousands of

years was thought to hold the secret formula of perfection, actress Amber Heard

was found to have the most beautiful face, with a 91.85% accuracy.
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Amber Heard, most beautiful face

Amber Heard was closely followed by reality star Kim Kardashian, who came

second with a 91.39% accuracy. Kim also scored the highest with a 94.85% accuracy,

for the most beautiful eyebrows in the world.
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Kim Kardashian, most beautiful eyebrows

Kim Kardashian’s half-sister and model Kendall Jenner, came a close fifth, with

a 90.18% accuracy, for the most beautiful face.
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Kendall Jenner 5th most beautiful face

Supermodel Kate Moss, came third with a 91.06% accuracy, for the most beautiful

face, fourth with 95.75% for most beautiful eyes,  and fifth with 87.63% for most

beautiful eyebrows.
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Kate Moss, 3rd most beautiful face

According to Dr. De Silva, here’s the theory behind it:

“We have devised a brand new computer mapping technique which can calculate how

to make subtle improvements to facial shapes. With this ground-breaking technology,

we have solved some of the mysteries of what it is that makes someone physically

beautiful. After we had created the software and the algorithms for the key marker

points on the face I thought it would be a good idea to test the system on some of the

most beautiful women in the world and see if we could prove with geometry and science

exactly what it is that makes a beautiful face. The results were startling and showed

several famous actresses and models have facial features that come close to the ancient

Greek principles for physical perfection. The Phi ratio of 1.618 has long been thought to

hold the secret for beauty, but now with the computer mapping we can calculate how it

applies to real women.”
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Just in: Siasia submits final 23-
man list for Olympics to NFF

57 minutes ago

Shocking revelation: Minister
reveals sponsors of Niger Delta
Avengers
1 hour ago

Inside the Niger Delta, chilling
tales of woes amidst plenty of
crude oil (Part 1)
Yesterday

Read what Femi Fani-Kayode has
to say after his release

Yesterday

Grand news! African visa-free
passport launched

Yesterday

Read the terrible thing that
happened to 37 soldiers in Kano
on Friday morning
Yesterday

5 amazing ways to hear the voice
of God. He wants to speak to
you!
Yesterday

Tragic: Son relays terrible
experience of how his died while
working for an electric firm
Yesterday

Two apes were caught on camera
doing with the tourist shameless
things (photos)

Shiites block Zaria-Kaduna
expressway to release El-Zakzaky
(+photos)
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Yesterday Yesterday

This strange thing happened
when a woman was having sex
with lover in Akwa Ibom
Yesterday

Unbelievable: See how this man’s
spirit left his body after losing his
life in accident (photo)
Yesterday

See how hot this Nigerian female
firefighter is (photos)

Yesterday

This dog was fighting four cobras
to protect a family and this
shocking thing happened
Yesterday

Shocking! Another prophecy of
T.B. Joshua fulfilled

Yesterday

Tension as Fulani herdsmen take
war to Igbo community

1 day ago

Is the use of Cannabis a sin or a
good thing? Christians should get
the facts!
1 hour ago

5 reasons why Yoruba men love
to marry Igbo ladies

1 hour ago

Read what Manchester United
star said about Mourinho

Yesterday

NAIJ.com digest: Top 10 news
that broke this Friday

Yesterday

Military coup: Army announces
takeover, as people struggle to
ATM for money (photos)
Yesterday

Obanikoro reveals all the truth
about wife’s involvement in fraud,
tacitly begs EFCC
Yesterday

Breaking: NERC insists on 45%
electricity price hike, read what
happened in court
Yesterday
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Femi Fani-Kayode meets bail
conditions, regains freedom

Yesterday

9 Nigerian celebrities we love to
see in bum shorts

Yesterday

El-Rufai receives investigative
report on Shiites-army clash

Yesterday
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